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Letts Educational. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, Times Tables Age 7-11 Practice Workbook, Improve your
child's Times Tables at home using this invaluable skills practice
workbook. The accessible practice questions help to build
confidence and prepare children for the KS2 national tests.
Times tables are an essential part of mathematics as they
provide the building blocks for moving on to multiplication and
division. This Maths practice workbook covers the necessary
times tables skills needed at KS2. Included in this book: *
Colourful images and diagrams throughout * Mixed practice
questions at the back of the book * Easy-to-follow answers and
marking scheme * Learn your tables - easy-to-understand
introduction to each times table * Parent's notes - provide ideas
for motivating your child and suggest extra activities to do in
everyday life * Tables practice and activities - a variety of tasks
and questions to engage your child * Test your tables - short
tests to see how well your child knows the times table * Speed
tests and progress charts - timed challenges to help your child
master times tables. The progress charts enable both you and
your child to monitor progress on a regular basis * Answers...
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Without doubt, this is the very best work by any writer. Indeed, it can be play, still an amazing and interesting
literature. I am just very easily can get a pleasure of reading through a written pdf.
-- Alda  B a r ton-- Alda  B a r ton

This pdf is amazing. I actually have read and i also am sure that i am going to planning to read once more yet again
in the foreseeable future. Your lifestyle period will probably be convert once you total looking at this publication.
-- Ms. Aileen La r kin-- Ms. Aileen La r kin
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